
At its June 1990 meeting, the committee adjusted the course it had charted for 
local services. Previously, they'd drawn a hard line between area and regional 
service committees. Area committees, they said, were the only ones capable of 
delivering local services--phonelines, public information, meeting lists, H&I panel 
coordination, and the like. Regional committees were too far from where such 
services would be delivered, and should stay out of these activities. Instead, regional 
committees should be conduits for the exchange of information and experience 
between the region's areas, and between the areas and the national service body. 
The region should also host at least one assembly each year, where the region's 
GSRs gather to form a collective conscience concerning national service issues. 

The committee ran into three problems with this hard-and-fast definition of 
areas and regions. First, in cities too large to have just one area service committee, 
it made almost no allowance for coordinating services affecting all the areas in the 
metropolitan district. No one area could perform services affecting all the city's 
areas, but the region couldn't coordinate services for that city's areas at the expense 
of the ASCs that were not in the city. 

Second, the committee's model did nothing to stem the proliferation of regions. 
More and more regions had been developing, for a variety of reasons. If that trend 
continued, there could easily have been more than a hundred RSRs, plus alternates, 
by the time a U.S. National Service Conference was created--an expensive, unwieldy 
conference, indeed. 

The proliferation of regions created another problem. In order to recognize new 
delegates to the world or national conference, some judgment would have to be 
made concerning the validity of the newly-formed regi.on which sent delegate. That 
would place the conference in the position of deciding whether or not local service 
units could organize themselves as they saw fit, and whether they could be 
represented at the conference. That would directly contradict the Twelfth Concept 
for Service, "Our structure at all levels is one of service, never of government. No 
one element of our service structure should have unqualified authority over any 
other." 

Third, the area/region model still did not provide any service body with clear 
responsibility for interacting on behalf of the fellowship with government, 
professional, business, religious, media, and civic agencies organized on a statewide 
basis in the United States. This had long been a shortcoming of the N.A service 
system, and the Guide to Service did nothing to amend it. 

While the committee acknowledged these defects in the Guide, it also desired to 
keep many of the features of the area/region model it had developed The regional 








